Innovation and Digital Government for Public Service Delivery

Day 2
Exploring Key Concepts and Conducting the Digital Transformation Assessment
Module 2.3. Conducting the Digital Transformation Assessment Part 2

- **Group Formation**
  - We will form 6 groups
  - Count off by 6’s
    - All #1 are Group 1, all #2 are Group 2, all #3 are Group 3, all #4 are Group 4, all #5 are Group 5, and all #6 are Group 6.
  - Move to your small group location.

- **Group Assignment**
  - Each group will be assigned one dimension.

- **Group Process**
  - Refer to the results of your assessment as you do this exercise.
  - Refer to Exercise Instruction Sheets for next steps.
2.3. Conducting the Digital Transformation Assessment Part 2

- Group Formation
  - Continue in your assigned groups.
  - Resume your group in your small group location.

- Group Assignment
  - Continue to focus on the assigned dimension.

- Group Process
  - Refer to the results of your assessment as you do this exercise.
  - Refer to Exercise Instruction Sheets for next steps.
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Thank You!